Abstract. This paper introduces Markov process of time discrete and countable state,i.e. Markov chain. Elaborated how Analysis of teaching satisfaction using Markov chain methods, construct Markov chain using teaching satisfaction over the years, construct probability transition matrix. After proper treatment , To extract the useful information, To provide a theoretical basis for the improvement of teaching quality
Introduction
The establishment of evaluation system of teaching quality, to improve the quality of education and teaching has positive significance.How to establish a scientific and effective teaching quality evaluation method, is an important problem faced by the schools.In this paper, by using the theory of Markov chain, put forward an evaluation method of teaching satisfaction
Basic knowledge of Markov chain
Study on change rule of time series via Markov prediction method is an important application of the theory of Markov chain. So 
Markov chain is a Markov process of time discrete and countable state , intuitively, for a Markov random variable the only information about the past needed to predict the future is the current state of the random variable, And not related to previous state.Properties of Markov chain is completely decided by its transition probability (or the transition kernel).let ) , ( j i P denote the probability that a process at state space i s moves to state j s in a single step, i.e. 
Defining the n-step transition probability
as the probability that the process is in state j s
given that it started in state i s n steps ago, i.e., ) | (
is the ij ， th element of p > for all ij ， (i.e. irreducible), the Markov chain is ergodic, and its steady state probability is stationary distribution Example 1.7 Suppose the state space are (Rain, Sunny, Cloudy) and weather follows a Markov process. Thus, the probability of tomorrow's weather simply depends on today's weather, and not any other previous days. Suppose the probability transitions given today is rainy are P (Rain tomorrow |Rain today) =0. The Markov chain is said to be reversible, and hence the detailed balance equation is also called the reversibility condition. Let
So the reversibility condition implies P p p =
Analysis of teaching satisfaction base on Markov chain

Construct probability transition matrix
In the Markov forecasting method, construct transition probability matrix is very important. There are usually two kinds of method to construct transfer matrix. The first method is subjective probability method, This method is generally lack of historical statistical data, according to the long-term accumulation of experience and understanding of the predicted event, a subjective estimation of the probability of events. The second method is statistical estimation method, This is a kind of frequency is used instead of probability estimation method, This method requires a large amount of historical data. Because the school each semester will investigate the satisfaction of every teacher, there are plenty of historical data, so we use the statistical estimation method teachers' satisfaction survey results are presented in the form of percentage, We assume that the satisfaction more than 90% is very satisfied, denoted as status 1, 60%-90% is satisfied, denoted as status 2, less than 60% is dissatisfied, denoted as status 3. ij P denote the probability that a process at state space i moves to state j in a single step. Let ij n denote the Statistical number that a process at state space i moves to state j in a single step, the following formula is the estimation formula of ij P PPP respectively denote the probability of very satisfied, the probability of satisfied ， the probability of dissatisfied, There are 
Conclusion
Based on the Markov chain analysis teaching satisfaction is a dynamic method, Make full use of a large amount of information contained in the transition probability matrix, the evaluation results are more objective and true. This method is also applicable to other quantitative appraisal, has the widespread application prospect
